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FEATURE ARTICLE: Avoiding the Most Dangerous Mistake
By Diana Del Bel Belluz, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.
“If you do not make any mistakes, you may not be
taking enough risk, but failing to take any risks at all
may be the most dangerous type of mistake that a
business can make.”

control to protect themselves and their organizations
from making mistakes. I’ve also found some simple
antidotes.
MYTH #1: If I offer the ultimate risk management
framework, everyone in my organization
will embrace it.

~ Robert E. Mittelstaedt, Jr., author of Will Your
Next Mistake Be Fatal? Avoiding the Chain of
Mistakes That Can Destroy Your Organization
Many of us in the risk management field are risk
averse by nature. In my own case, I started my career
in risk doing quantitative assessments of issues of public
safety. And a safety mindset is all about preventing
incidents. I’ve noticed that people who come to the field
of risk management from an audit background also bring
a mindset of control. They typically see their role as one
of preventing deviation from approved processes and
procedures.
The downside of this prevention mindset is that
many of us risk managers are not comfortable with
innovation and experimentation. It feels too risky! So
we try to design out any potential for mistakes in our risk
management programs and implementation processes.
As risk managers, we should know that risk aversion is
the most dangerous type of mistake we can make.
Over the years, I’ve identified three common but faulty
strategies that risk managers use as they aim for total

I like to call this the ‘If you build it, they will come’
theory. In reality, this doesn’t work. Any new or improved
management approach, no matter how elegant, never
inspired anyone to change their behaviours and practices
by the beauty of its design alone. People need a
compelling reason to embrace change.
If you want your people to adopt change, you
always need to be thinking “What’s in it for them?”
Or to put it another way, before embarking on any new
risk management initiative, always ask yourself “What
value does this provide for my people?” For more on this
topic, see the feature article in the December issue.
I know of no case where a risk management framework,
tool or program was ‘unveiled’ and then spontaneously
adopted by a significant portion of the organization. The
reason is that people need to work out for
themselves how risk management can improve
their decision-making and ultimately produce
better results.
Continued on page 2…
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You can help them on this journey of self discovery
by asking powerful questions that will help them to
connect the dots between the potential of the tools you
are offering and the ultimate results they are seeking.
Here are some examples of questions you can ask:

•

How can you leverage the risk management tools and
training the organization is providing to achieve
better outcomes?

•

How can you apply the new risk training to bring
more balance and transparency to your decisionmaking processes?

•

How can the new risk assessment tools help you to
address the uncertainties which influence your ability
to achieve your objectives?

And most importantly, give your people the
incentives, time and encouragement they need to
cement their risk management learning into strong
habits.
MYTH #2: I will introduce a comprehensive
framework that covers all risks and
involves everyone in the organization so
that we manage risk perfectly all the time.
I like to call this the ‘Big Bang’ theory because it implies
that a fully mature risk management program and culture
can be introduced in one instant step. As the old saying
goes, you can’t eat an elephant in one bite! I have seen
more risk management programs fail to get off the
ground or stall completely because the risk
manager was aiming for a perfect and mature
program right away. This is a recipe for failure.
Every successful enterprise risk management
program I know of started with a modest initiative
and then built on that initial success, one small,
incremental step at a time. There’s no magic starting
point. Rather, it is a question of being opportunistic.
The book ‘Risk Management for Dummies’ by Beaumont
Vance and Joanna Makomaski does a great job of defining
some basic and practical steps to get you started.
The key thing is to act. As I like to tell my clients, you
already know everything you need to know to take
the next step towards enhancing risk management in
your organization. You can conquer your fear of
making a mistake by developing the action habit.
What is the action habit? Think about the single thing
you can do today that will move your risk
management program forward. Then do it. If that
action is something that will also build your risk
management capability and capacity over the long term,
that’s a bonus because you’re acting strategically not just

tactically. Strategic steps get you closer to your
goals faster.
For example, if your organization is considering the
introduction of a new product or service, offer to facilitate
a risk assessment workshop. Use the workshop as an
opportunity to train some key people in risk assessment
techniques and to illustrate how risk management
enhances their existing management strengths. You will
have immediately expanded the organization’s capacity to
conduct risk assessments. Then invite wider use of the
techniques by asking the workshop participants how they
might systematically address risk in their own decisionmaking processes. The next time you need to do a risk
assessment, involve some of your previous ‘trainees’ to
reinforce their learning. If you can get opinion leaders
involved in teaching others, it will generate more buy-in
for risk management.
The important thing is to take your best shot. Think in
terms of small but meaningful steps. If your small
step fails, learn from that and take your next step. Keep
taking small, opportunistic steps. Pretty soon, you’ll have
built up a strong risk management infrastructure and
culture in your organization.
MYTH #3: If I plan carefully, the implementation
phase will be mistake-free.
Avoiding mistakes can paralyze you. Many risk
managers I meet are so afraid to make a mis-step
that they never actually implement their programs.
Instead they spend a lot of time coming up to speed on
what systematic risk management is, then researching
what other organizations have done, then cocooning for
the planning stages while trying to come up with a
comprehensive and mature program, only to move onto
another position or career. Then, the risk management
implementation task is handed over to a successor, and
the cycle is repeated.
If this sounds familiar to you, take heart. You can break
the cycle of paralysis by abandoning your attempts
to plan the perfect program and instead focus on
learning, i.e., continually adapting your plan so that it
will move closer you closer to your risk management
implementation goals. Notice that I am defining learning
as adapting, not as an intellectual pursuit of acquiring
knowledge. To convert knowledge to learning, you
need to actually apply the new knowledge, and that
means changing your behaviour.
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In reality, all successful risk management programs
evolve through a significant amount of trial and
error. Yes you need an implementation plan. But keep in
mind that a plan is only a guide. You will have to be
creative to deal with the unanticipated
opportunities and roadblocks that will inevitably
occur once you begin implementation.
At The Conference Board of Canada’s International Risk
Management Conference held last month, Larry A.
Warner Staff Officer of Risk Management at Mars, Inc.
presented a great case study of the journey his
organization has taken to establish Enterprise Risk
Management. What struck me most about his
presentation, was the number of times he made
statements such as ‘we tried that and it didn’t work’ or
‘we used to do it a different way, but have found
something that is simpler’. It was clear that Mars’ ability
to adapt and adjust their approach was a key factor
in successfully integrating enterprise risk
management into their business practices.
The key thing to remember is that your organization is
unique. Your organization’s strategic intent, its culture,
and its distinctive mix of capabilities and competencies
are all unique to your organization. As a consequence,
your approach to risk management must be custom
designed to suit your particular risks, management
strengths and business environment.
As with anything that is custom-designed, there will be
a certain amount of adjustment needed. As one of my
clients, Harry Diemer, Chief Executive Officer of the
British Columbia Safety Authority, said recently,
“every situation is different. Don’t be risk averse
because it will cut off your ability to innovate and
be creative.”

At Risk Wise, we are dedicated to bringing you the best
risk management information available. The Resources
page on our website give you access to sources of
high quality information, including a READING LIST
of:

•
•
•

Books that are highly relevant to the risk discipline

•

Case studies from public sector organizations

Instead, think of each day’s outcomes ― successes
and ‘mistakes’ ― as a source of new insights. At the
end of the day, reflect on the opportunities for
improvement and decide how you will adapt your
risk management implementation plan to make it more
effective.

Online publications that you can download from
the internet

In addition to the reading list, our RESOURCES
webpage also contains:

•

A selection of free articles about key elements of
systematic risk management

•
•

Announcements of upcoming events on risk topics
Weblinks to professional associations and other
sources of risk management information

To access the above information, visit our Resources
webpage at:
https://www.riskwise.net/Resources.html
Please contact Diana.Belluz @ riskwise.ca to let us
know about other information sources that you
have found helpful in implementing risk management
in your organization. We'll make every effort to add
them to the website.

This discipline of decide-act-reflect-adapt can be
applied to your daily activities as well as to initiatives
that have a longer timeline. The bottom line is that
these action and learning habits will help you to
avoid the most dangerous mistake ― taking no
risk at all.
*

The Risk Wise bottom line…
To break the risk aversion habit, form two new
habits: action and learning. At the start of each day
decide on a single small step you will take to move
your risk management program forward. And then
take action. If things don’t go exactly as planned, do
not waste time and energy beating yourself up over it.

Newsletters on risk management implementation

Tell me your risk management action
stories.

•

What was your initial step?

•

How have you learned from your ‘mistakes’?

•

How have you evolved your risk
management program and culture?

I appreciate receiving your emails with your tips
and success stories at Diana.Belluz@riskwise.ca
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Pass it on!
Please share the Risk Management Made Simple monthly E-Zine with people in your network.

NEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
Don’t miss out on future issues of Risk Management Made Simple monthly E-Zine. Subscribe and the
E-Zine will be delivered (at no charge) directly to your e-mail inbox.

Sign-up online for your FREE subscription and receive your new subscriber bonus:
BONUS 2: A complimentary copy of Moving
Beyond the Risk Map to Operational
Vigilance.
This document discusses how to convert
your static risk map into a tool for timely
management action.

Topics include:
• How to decide which 'signals' of changing risk
to watch for
• Setting escalation triggers for action
• Factors that determine how well your people
will heed the call when 'alarms' sound

We respect your email privacy:
• Your name and email address will NOT be shared or

To subscribe go to:

sold to anyone for any reason.

• We do NOT send unsolicited email.

www.riskwise.ca

• You may remove yourself from the list anytime you
choose by sending a request to: list @ riskwise.ca

About Us
Diana Del Bel Belluz, M.A.Sc., P.Eng., is a risk
management advisor who helps executives in large
organizations to implement systematic and
sustainable risk management practices. Since
1990, Diana has been doing leading-edge risk work
for companies in a wide range of industries and
government organizations.

Diana Del Bel Belluz
President
Risk Wise Inc.

In addition, Diana advances the field of risk
management by teaching university courses and
management training seminars, speaking at
conferences and authoring publications on a wide
range of risk management topics.
To learn more about Risk Wise, contact Diana Del
Bel Belluz directly at: Diana.Belluz@riskwise.ca
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